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Abstract 

In this study we augmented a virtual object to an image of a flexible surface such as a paper, which is acquired from a web camera. To get 
more presence feeling, we consider realistic illumination on augmenting. To get the geometric relation between the camera and the flexible 
surface, we use markers that are printed on the surface. Using marker information in prior, three dimensional coordinates of the surface can 
be calculated. After the marker is removed from the input image, we attach a two dimensional texture and shadow to the flexible surface by 
considering realistic illumination. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Augmented reality is a technology for real-time fusion of 

computer-generated digital content with real world. The digital 
content can be either two dimensional texts/textures or three 
dimensional complex models. 

By displaying information which does not exist in real world, 
a user can experience events which are hard to occur or are 
very expensive easily. The simulations of wars or the virtual 
restorations of destroyed vestiges are its examples. 

The core technology of augmented reality is to calculate a 
camera’s or a viewer’s location and direction and to render the 
virtual objects to proper location of a screen in real time. Most 
of the AR research papers have rendered the virtual object to a 
flat plane which is not bendable until now [1,2]. 

That is why to use the flat surface is much easier to obtain 
homography to calculate the camera’s location and direction. 
Also it is easy to render the virtual objects on the screen. But in 
realistic environment, the majority substances are non-rigid; 
bendable, crumpled or etc. 

Also, most of current augmented reality applications don’t 
consider conditions of the realistic illumination or shadow. This 
leads to inconvenient feeling when the rendered virtual object 
is seen on the image of the real scene. Therefore, in this study, 
a two dimensional texture is augmented on the flexible plane 
such as a thin paper and its shadow is processed by considering 
the realistic illumination, so it can give more presence feeling. 

To represent the flexible surface in the augmented reality, a 
process such as mesh generation is necessary but it is not easy 
to obtain all the information which is need for mesh generation 

by using only input video images due to the deformation of the 
surface and self-occlusion. 

So in current studies, deformation amount of the surface was 
calculated through physical simulation[3] or three dimensional 
detail models were made and three dimensional coordinates of 
feature points were calculated by matching the extracted 
feature points of the camera image and the selected ones of the 
model [4,5,6]. But because the augmented reality application 
which uses those methods takes too much time to display the 
virtual objects in real-time, they implemented the applications 
without considering illumination of the objects [7,8]. 

To solve the problems, there was a research that several 
identifiable markers were attached to the flexible surface and 
the mesh of the surface can be generated in real time [9]. This 
technique can calculate and augment in real-time but it applies 
high order polynomial transformation using parameters based 
on the two dimensions, which could have errors depending on 
location and the number of the extracted corresponding points. 

For this reason, we calculate the relationship between each 
marker based on three dimensions, so the error can be reduced. 
It can obtain the geometric information of the surface fast and 
easy but the illuminations of the real environment are hard to 
be considered because of markers’ black color. 

The reason is that markers are artificial, which are made to 
be distinguished from the object in the real environment so they 
have different colors and shapes at all. To solve this problem, 
current studies used the inpainting technique to erase markers 
[10] but its weak-point was that it needed repeated processes 
which take much time. 

Also an interpolated method by using intensity values of 
corner of markers is used to erase markers in real-time [11] but 
in the case that shadows’ border exists in the middle of the 
marker; It did not show good results. Hence, while the pattern 
of the upper, below, right and left’s intensity value is kept 
intact in this study, we estimate intensity value on the markers’ 
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area of the surface so the realistic illumination or shadow can 
be applied more rapidly and accurately.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2, we discuss our method to render augmentations on 
the flexible surface. In section 3, we show the results. Section 4 
concludes with future improvements that can be made to our 
system. 

 
 
2. Augmented reality on the flexible surface 

 
2.1. The system overview 

The system of this study is performed on the live images 
acquired from a webcam. Geometric information of the flexible 
surface is obtained from the image using markers. 

The illumination and shadow of the detected flexible surface 
is calculated by using HLS color model and the augmenting 
texture is attached to the surface. 

In the other hand, after the mesh is generated using the 
calculated geometric information, texture considered the 
realistic illumination is rendered the user’s display monitor. 
So each output frame has the augmented virtual object that did 
not existed in the real world’s input image. Figure 1 is the 
block diagram represented the proposed method. 

 

 
Fig. 1 System block diagram 

 
2.2. Detecting the flexible surface 

In this study, to obtain the flexible surface’s geometric 
information, a paper that is printed identically recognizable 
markers is used. Nine squared markers which have each 
different pattern are printed in cross pattern; 3 rows and 3 
columns. Figure 2 is the markers to detect the flexible surface. 

To recognize each marker rapidly from the input image, 
ARToolKit[1] is used. Information obtained from ARToolKit 
is 4 corners, a center and homography of each marker. The 
homography information is defined in 3 x 3 matrices [12] and 
used for perspective transformation. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Markers to detect the flexible surface 

 
The perspective transformation is used to define the 

relationship between objects in three dimensional space. In 
other words, if the augmented object is a plain surface, we have 
enough geometric information obtained from the situation in 
order to augment the surface. But because we have to augment 
the flexible surface instead of plain surface, we can’t use the 
information as it is. That is why that the information is not the 
geometric information of the curved surface that we need but 
just indicates the relationship between planes of each marker. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Augmentation on a plain surface 

 

 
Fig. 4 Augmentation on a curved surface 

 
Figure 3 and 4 are images that used each homography to 

obtain geometric information and augmented the object for two 
cases; a plain surface and a curved surface. In case that the 
object is a plain surface like Figure 3, the geometric 
information used the homography obtained from each marker 
and object’s geometric information are same, so augmentation 
is done well. On the other hand, as Figure 4 shows, when the 
object is curved, the discord of the obtained geometric 
information which is plain and the object which is curved cause 
inaccurate matching. 

From the Figure 4, we catch that the farther the distance gets 
from the center of markers, the bigger geometric information’s 
discord happens. On the contrary, each marker’s center 
coincides with the geometric information. Therefore when 
center points of the each marker are used solely to obtain the 
geometric information, accurate matching will be possible on 
the curved surface. 

But it is the problem that each coordinate system attached 
the center point is different. The fact causes by that each 
homography is calculated from each marker. So each marker 
has different coordinate system. That is, all center points have 
same x, y and z coordinate value, (0, 0, 0), so we can get global 
information of the curved surface. 

Therefore, to solve this problem, a marker is assigned as a 
basis and its relations with other markers are calculated using 
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equation 1. This way gives us that geometric information of the 
curved surface by transforming each marker’s center point 
based on the base marker coordinate value. 

 

 

                     (1)

 

In this equation nH refers to the base marker’s homography, 

iH  indicates homography of each marker except the base 
marker and rH  is a homography represented the relation of 

the base marker and the other markers. In the second operation, 
the matrix rH  is transformed into homogeneous coordinate 

system, 4 x 4 matrix and is used. 
 
2.3. Mesh generation 

After calculating the flexible surface’s geometric data, three 
dimensional mesh generation is possible along to the marker’s 
center points. However, when we try to attach two dimensional 
texture to the mesh, an angled, not smooth virtual image is 
shown, which is augmented differently with the actual surface. 

It gives low presence feeling. Therefore, to present smoother 
surface, Bezier surface equation is used to generate the mesh 
which is essential for presenting more realistic curved feature 
of the surface. 

To generate mesh using Bezier surface equation, the control 
points of the Bezier surface should are calculated first. From 
the data gathered from previous process, we know coordinates 
value of 9 markers’ center points. Since it is so, 2nd order 
Bezier surface defined by 9 control points can be applied. 2nd 
order Bezier surface is expressed as equation 2. 
 

 
(2) 

Here, P is a matrix of the control points and J is a Bernstein 
polynomial equation. But control points of Bezier surface are 
not on the Bezier surface. In other words, the surface does not 
pass through the markers except marker A, C, D, and F on 
Figure 2. 

For accurate augmenting, however, each markers’ center 
point should be passed through by the Bezier surface. In this 
reason, we have to calculate control points to pass each center 
point of markers by using Bezier curve which has 3 control 
points. Applying equation 3 to correct the control point so the 
curve can pass through the marker B’s center point in Figure 2 
is the solution. 
 

 (3) 
 

In this figure  refers to  in the 
equation 2 and is value, 0.25, is obtained using the Bernstein 

polynomial. 
After correcting other control points by the method, more 

accurate mesh as shown in the Figure 6 is formed. Figure 5 is 
an image before the correction of the control points that shows 
big difference between the mesh and the surface of the actual 
objects. And figure 6 is after the correction which represents 
that the mesh coincides with the surface of the actual object. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Before correcting the control points 

 

 
Fig. 6 After correcting the control points 

 
2.4. Calculation of the illumination and shadow 

The flexible surface of augmented reality has opportunity 
with having shadows by self-occlusion while the object is bent. 
Also light location makes difference on the quantity of light 
that the object is irradiated.  

If these situations are not considered, the lack of presence 
feeling of the augmented object will be caused. Therefore to 
improve the presence feeling, accordingly, the actual light and 
the shadow should be calculated. 

Because an RGB image does not have intensity information, 
most of the researchers have changed the RGB format to 
another format in general. In this research we change it to HLS 
format. After changing the input RGB image into a HLS image, 
we can obtain L’s values from the area of augmented object 
and combine them to the texture image. This method’s merit is 
to change intensity value without affecting texture’s color or 
saturation. 

At this moment, the big problem happens on the printed 
marker area. The area except the marker is white color which 
reflects the light so presenting the brightness from the 
illumination is not a trouble. However the markers’ area has 
black color that easily absorbs the light from the illumination, 
which makes it hard to present the brightness. Inpainting, a 
classic method, can be a solution but much load of operation is 
an another issue in real time. 

By interpolating the marker area with intensity value of area 
around edges of each marker, illumination error caused by the 
markers can be minimized. Figure 7 is an original image and 
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figure 8 is an image after interpolating marker areas with 
surrounding area and smoothing by using the average filter. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Original image 

 

 
Fig. 8 Image of removing marker areas 

 
2.5. Representing texture with realistic illumination 

After the illumination and the shadow are calculated, the 
color value of the area is normalized on the basis of texture’s 
size and the new texture that is changed only intensity value is 
generated. 

By multi-texture method which compounds the new texture 
and the original, texture which considered illumination and 
shadow of augmented area, is completed. Figure 9 shows less 
presence feeling due to lack of consideration of the realistic 
illumination but figure 10 shows a better image that harmonizes 
with the illumination.  

 

 
Fig. 9 Texture without realistic illumination 

 

 
Fig. 10 Texture with realistic illumination 

 
(a) case of being placed on bright area 

 
(b) case of having a shadow due to bending 

 
(c) case of being bent vertically 

 
(d) case of being bent horizontally 

 
(e) case of having a shadow of the actual object 

 
Fig. 11 Augmented reality with realistic illumination on the 

flexible surface 
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3. Implementation and analysis 
 
The system was implemented by acquiring 640x360 

resolution images taken from a webcam installed on a PC 
which was INTEL CORE Duo E4500 2GB RAM. The 
OpenCV and OpenGL library were used for image-processing 
and rendering each. Figure 11 is an augmented image to apply 
the suggested method with the realistic illumination on the 
flexible surface.  

Average processing rate of the implemented system was 
15f/s. To evaluate our system, we compared to previous 
researches on Table 1. Though our method used markers, it was 
faster than the previous ones. It becomes generally known the 
15f/s can be accepted as pseudo-real time performance when 
objects in the scene don’t move so fast. 

 
Table 1. Comparison with other methods 

 Use Markers?  Processing time 
Our approach Yes 15f/s 

Pilet [13] No  9f/s 
Bradley [9] Yes 10f/s 

 
 

4. Conclusions 
 
We have implemented an augmented reality system which 

compounds two dimensional texture to an image of a actual 
world using a webcam with 15 frames per second. The 
suggested method calculated each marker’s relative position to 
obtain geometric information on the flexible surface for 
augmentation.  

This way, a virtual object could be augmented more 
accurately not only on a plain surface but also on a flexible 
surface. And, to represent texture that the realistic illumination 
was considered, the presence feeling was improved by 
removing the markers in the image while sustaining the 
illumination pattern around the markers.  

Nevertheless, when severe bend or self-occlusion happened, 
it didn’t work well. Therefore, to implement a more plausible 
augmented reality system, we have a plan to solve the 
situations of the severe bend or self-occlusion by using two or 
more cameras and we will give more presence feeling by using 
a HMD instead of a computer monitor. 
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